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Abstract
Recent attention to the causal identification of spending impacts provides
improved estimates of spending outcomes in a variety of circumstances, but
the estimates are substantially different across studies. Half of the variation in
estimated funding impact on test scores and over three-quarters of the
variation of impacts on school attainment reflect differences in the true
parameters across study contexts. Unfortunately, inability to describe the
circumstances underlying effective school spending impedes any attempts to
generalize from the extant results to new policy situations. The evidence
indicates that how funds are used is crucial to the outcomes, but such factors
as targeting of funds or court interventions fail to explain the existing pattern
of results.
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Introduction

The “credibility revolution” in economics has led to a range of studies that
revisit prior analyses into the causal impact of added educational funding but
with more believable identification of the key impact parameters. This is an
obviously important policy issue but one that cannot be reasonably addressed
with randomized control trials (RCTs).1 As a substitute for RCTs, they employ
“quasi-experimental methods” that are designed to mimic important aspects of
RCTs. These approaches provide more internally valid parameter estimates
but simultaneously face questions about generalizability.

Generalizability of evidence about the impact of educational resources on
student outcomes is especially important in matters of U.S. school finance.
School finance decisions are primarily made by the separate state legislatures,
although decisions are frequently affected directly by the courts.2 Court
decisions are generally limited to issues of the level of funding and its dis-
tribution across school districts in the state, even though the fundamental
underlying issues center on student outcomes. Legislatures are also generally
concerned about student outcomes, and they tend to specify details about the
use of any additional funds that they provide in order to improve outcomes.
But evidence on resource impacts introduced into either the state legislature or
the state courts seldom involves research specific to the circumstances of the
state but necessarily requires generalizing from existing quasi-experimental
analyses related to other circumstances.

Disentangling the causal impact of funding on student outcomes from other
factors is clearly very difficult, because the schools and their educational
environments are themselves very complicated. The modern approach to
evaluation analysis offers a way of cutting through these complications and
providing more credible identification of the impact of funding. In a variety of
cases, it has been possible to find circumstances where the observed funding is
plausibly exogenous and where it is possible to obtain unbiased estimates of
the impact of funding. The downside of this line of research, however, is that
the circumstances generating the exogenous funding variation are not de-
veloped according to an overarching study design but instead are embedded in
the very different educational contexts that happen to support causal analysis.

Past discussions of research on how added funding influences student
outcomes have been quite contentious, in large part because the past research
did not provide compelling evidence that added funds would produce sys-
tematic improvements in student achievement.3 The more recent research has,
as indicated below, more frequently (but far from uniformly) found that added
funding causes improvements in student outcomes, but this is clearly in-
sufficient for policy purposes since few people believe that added funding is
actually likely to harm students. The sought-after evidence is a clear indication
of the magnitude of the causal impact (internal validity in analytical terms) in
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the context where new policy is contemplated (generalizability in analytical
terms).

The growing body of work that produces well-identified estimates of the
impact of funding on student performance provides the data for this inves-
tigation of the consistency and generalizability of the results. Comparing the
magnitude of different estimates of funding impact is possible but not easy.
Because educational inputs and educational outcomes are measured differ-
ently across studies and because the studies employ different estimation
methodologies, a preliminary step is harmonizing the estimates from the
individual studies.

If all the impact estimates from the very different contexts of the underlying
analyses were the same, one would not worry much about applying them to a
new situation. This homogeneity would strongly suggest that the specific
context of each study was not very important, implying that it might be
reasonable to generalize the expected impact to a new circumstance. However,
when put on a common scale, the large variation in estimated impact of
funding across existing studies is apparent.4 Sampling variation contributes to
the range of estimates, but the majority of the variation appears to come from
differences in the underlying true impacts of funding. Some of this variation
may be independent of true parameter differences, reflecting quality problems
in the underlying studies, design choices of the authors, or issues related to
estimation approach. But, a more likely source is simply the influence of the
educational contexts where incentives and constraints dictate that funds will
have differential impacts on outcomes.

The important context differences revolve around the scope and restrictions
surrounding specific spending under consideration and the quality of decision
making and the incentives to decision makers. The federal nature of U.S.
education gives primary authority over schools to the states, and this has led to
a wide variety of institutional environments for schools where individual
states attempt to establish a school system that effectively educates its youth.
These policy and regulatory environments also interact with demographic and
educational differences in the state populations.

We refer to the underlying educational decisions resulting from these
distinct contexts as “how” funds are used. And this “how” appears to be a
decisive force in determining the efficacy of any funding on schools, even
within the limited contexts of the existing studies. Unfortunately, little at-
tention has been given to describing the key features of the context for the
existing studies, and the limited replication of relevant quasi-experimental
observations within common institutional frameworks makes direct analysis
of the heterogeneity of impact estimates difficult.

Our initial attempts to understand structural features of the differences
in impact of funding regrettably do not provide much overall guidance.
Within our sample of existing studies, it does not appear that method of
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estimation in these quasi-experimental studies can explain the heteroge-
neity. Neither can whether spending is targeted, whether spending results
from court orders, or whether spending is observed across broad expe-
riences including state-level estimates. Looking within individual studies,
there is an indication that spending has a larger impact on low SES
children, but this does not solve the basic problem of how to use funding to
get strong achievement results because estimates are still highly variable
across contexts.

This reliance on contexts of convenience for the estimation of impact
parameters leaves uncertainty about the effectiveness of spending in different
contexts. Little progress has been made in describing fundamental factors that
influence the efficacy of spending in different contexts, thus severely limiting
any attempt to generalize to other circumstances. Specifically, it is not possible
to describe the underlying population from which the estimated impact pa-
rameters are drawn, making it impossible to ascertain whether any new
funding experience fits within the currently described distribution of impacts.
Just because the existing estimates come from widely disparate funding
observations does not mean that they represent the potential impact of any new
funding activity within a different context.

The next section describes the general evaluation problem surrounding
school finance. We then describe the search procedures to find relevant well-
identified studies along with the methods for harmonizing the different
studies. We present the raw results of studies for test score outcomes and
school attainment and introduce some of the interpretive issues. The central
analytical sections pursue meta-analytic approaches to understanding the
overall outcomes and investigating some possible fundamental driving
forces.

Understanding Evidence on School Funding

The attention given to research on the impact of funding on student outcomes
reflects the intensity of interest in improving school performance. The un-
derlying issue that has been addressed for the last 50 years can be charac-
terized by a single question: Under which circumstances will additional
funding reliably lead to improved student performance?

The research issue can be seen in a stylized linear model. Student outcomes
(O) can be written as a function of funding (F) and other factors (ε) as in
equation (1). The focus of estimation is the impact of funding on achievement
(γc); this is indexed by the funding context of the funding (c) to facilitate
subsequent comparisons across estimates.

O ¼ γcF þ ε (1)
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The key aspect to this depiction is that γc is not fixed across all possible
funding circumstances but that instead:

γc ¼ f ðXcÞ þ νc (2)

where γc is a function of an array of contextual factors, Xc, that involve the
objectives, regulations, constraints, and decision-making dynamics sur-
rounding the infusion of funds. Thus, a given magnitude of funding F may
have quite different impacts on outcomes depending on the context.

The historical approach, beginning with the Coleman Report (Coleman
et al. (1966)), was generally to estimate γc in a production function framework
using standard regression techniques and including context with a variety of
control variables in equation (1) (see Hanushek (1979, 2003)). But, any
correlation of F and ε arising from an inability to control for all of the factors
affecting student outcomes implies that the estimates of γc will be biased.

Modern empirical approaches focus on quasi-experimental methods that
rely on contexts where the variation in funding can reasonably be believed to
be exogenous from other influences on student outcomes. These approaches
can provide more assurance that the estimated funding impact parameter is
unbiased by being less ambitious in describing the range of contextual factors
affecting outcomes.

Understanding the context of educational funding is especially chal-
lenging. School funding takes place within a range of institutional envi-
ronments involving state differences in the laws and regulations surrounding
schools, various possible restrictions on the policy choices of schools and
districts, and differing quality of decision makers faced with different in-
centive structures. Some of the quasi-experiments involve fully prescribed use
of funds while others involve considerable flexibility. Unfortunately, the full
set of contexts is virtually never described in the analyses, in part because the
analytical framework is designed to sidestep the need for specifying or un-
derstanding the full context of the funding choices.

Two aspects of these quasi-experimental methods offer an important
perspective on the body of estimates of funding impacts. First, each study
produces one estimate of the funding impact parameter and the sampling
errors in this estimation may be large by the nature of the methods. Because
the estimation generally relies on convenience samples that involve special
circumstances that exhibit exogenous variations in spending, there is seldom
replication of the specific funding situation being studied. Refining the impact
estimates then calls for meta-analysis that combines related funding situations,
but that aggregation then involves combining different impact factors, that is,
different γc. Second, the value of the impact estimates for policy purposes
generally comes from application of the results to different circumstances than
the samples from which they were generated.
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Faced with alternative estimates of funding impacts, it would be useful to
combine different estimates to improve the precision for any use in projecting
outcomes from a specific funding program. Combining estimates obtained in
the same context (c) is obviously desirable, but that requires being able to
describe the context sufficiently to conclude that any two studies are drawn
from the same context. Of course, even if contexts differed to some extent, the
application of standard meta-analysis techniques could yield better estimates
(in a mean square error sense) as long as the contexts were not too different.5

Unfortunately, we have little guidance about how to describe and compare
different contexts, making it difficult to know what combination of results can
be used to improve our understanding of impacts as opposed to adding new
distortions. We simply know little about the relevant moderators, a fact that
has clear implications for the direction of future research.

Inclusion Criteria for Relevant Studies

This analysis considers well-identified studies of the impact of funding on
student achievement or student attainment of different levels of schooling. We
focus on studies of operating budgets and finance programs as distinct from
studies of specific inputs to the production process such as capital expen-
ditures for school construction or renovations and class size reduction. Studies
of such specific inputs obviously involve school spending, but we are in-
terested in the impact of more general funding changes, potentially addressing
the impacts of providing extra resources without further specification of how
they are used.

This paper builds upon our prior review of quasi-experimental studies
available through February 2022 (Handel and Hanushek (2023)). We searched
for research pursuing quasi-experimental approaches to measuring the im-
pacts of school spending on student achievement and attainment in the United
States.6We focused on studies adhering to modern quality standards for causal
research. A central element of this research is an explicit description and
justification of the counterfactual, or what would occur without the specific
program under consideration.

We begin with a discussion of the search procedures used to find the
relevant set of studies. We then turn to a description and compilation of impact
results.

Study Selection

We followed a structured search of relevant sources and then systematically
eliminated papers not meeting our pre-established selection criteria. The
search began with journal articles published and available between 1999 and
February 2022 using search engines covering the economics and education
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literatures: EconLit and the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC).
We included the search term “education” along with a set of keywords: school
spending; expenditure; resources; inputs; school finance; school finance re-
form; budget; funding; revenues; money matters. We then repeated the search
for relevant working paper series: National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER); World Bank Policy Research; the Institute for the Study of Labor
(IZA); the Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR); and the CESIfo
Research Network.7 We reviewed the abstracts of the English language ar-
ticles and selected those papers whose abstracts met three criteria: (1) dis-
cussion of a quantitative causal analysis; (2) relevance to school spending, and
(3) mention of effects on student outcomes, including test scores and various
measures of attainment such as dropout rates, years of education, graduation
rates, etc. From this set of studies, we selected those papers whose estimation
strategies included sufficient treatment of possible omitted variable or en-
dogeneity bias. These papers included those employing a randomized con-
trolled trial (RCT), difference-in-differences (DD) regression, fixed effects
(FE) estimators, regression discontinuity (RD) design, instrumental variables
(IV), and variations on these methods.

We then identified additional papers either cited in the reference list of first
round papers or citing first round papers (as identified using Google Scholar’s
“cited by” feature). The first round procedures were repeated with this second
set of studies. Finally, we further narrowed the pool of studies by ensuring the
inclusion of information relevant for producing comparable impact
parameters.8

We have found unpublished studies in major working paper series but may
have missed articles not appearing in these restricted working paper series.

Creating Comparable Parameters

Because of differences in definitions and measurement of the fundamental
inputs and outputs across studies, we harmonize the measurement so that the
estimated impact parameters are as comparable as possible. This harmoni-
zation is not trivial but is crucial to obtaining reliable comparisons of different
estimates of the impact of spending.9 Following that, we return to the other
issues of comparison.

We compute the effect of a 10 percent increase in real (inflation-adjusted)
per-pupil school spending on standardized outcomes for the general pop-
ulation of students. This requires rescaling and transforming the estimates in
order to make comparisons that allow conclusions across various contexts.
Because of the sharp rise in spending per pupil over the past half century, it
would be inappropriate to compare simple inflation-adjusted spending levels
because the actual date of application, which varies widely across studies,
would then be important. We select estimates taken four years after a policy
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change or from the beginning of the study period. If this is not available, we
take the longest period up to four years.

We scale the estimates by the student-level standard deviations of the
outcomes.10 This normalization is mostly straightforward for achievement
levels because test score estimates are often provided in standardized terms.
When effects on raw score are provided, they are simply divided by the
standard deviation of test scores in the sample that is typically provided by the
author.

It is generally impossible to put pass rates on a scale that is comparable to
the estimated impact parameters based on standard deviations of test scores.
When the outcome is a fraction of students above a proficient score threshold
(i.e., a pass rate), we do not attempt to compare the magnitudes of changes to
other test score estimates. Such proficiency rates depend on the cut scores
chosen by a standard-setting process. Changes in cut scores placed at different
points in the achievement distribution can vastly and unpredictably affect the
interpretation of impacts (Holland (2002); Ho (2008)).11

In studies where effects are reported separately for different test score
subjects, grade levels, or demographic populations, we use the reported
standard deviation for that given subgroup if available. If the student-level
standard deviation is only available for the full sample, we use this general
metric. To convert estimates into student-level standardized units if not al-
ready presented as such, we divide the raw effect by the standard deviation.

Some of the original studies focus on school attainment, school completion
rates, or the like, which are obviously measures of time inputs into the ed-
ucational process. They remain crude surrogates for student performance even
if they are also frequently used as outcomes when there are no measures of
achievement or learning. (The recent pandemic underscores the problems with
these attainment measures, because school closures plus altered learning
patterns make a year of schooling during the pandemic very different from a
year of schooling outside of the pandemic period).12 But this is a more general
problem because the quality of schooling varies over time and across space.

We treat studies of school attainment as distinct from those of achievement,
and we place less weight on them when thinking about school policies. We
standardize attainment studies by transforming them into percentage change
measures. Wemultiply the impact estimate in dropout studies by�1 to be able
to compare them to other measures of attainment, in which positive estimates
imply desired impacts. Nonetheless, the attainment studies are very hetero-
geneous. For example, much of the research and policy discussions generally
treat concerns about high school dropouts as qualitatively different from
college attendance—making any comparisons and aggregation of these im-
pact parameters problematic.13

Throughout we report the estimates from the most general specification
with regards to sample composition. If authors only provide separate estimates
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across grade levels, income levels, race, etc., we compute average estimates
using a precision-weighted mean to combine estimates across grade levels. To
combine estimates across populations with different demographic charac-
teristics, we weight estimates with the relative share of their respective
subgroups in the overall population.

Included Studies

The list of studies by outcome measure is found in Appendix A. Details on
each of the studies employed here can be found in Handel and Hanushek
(2023).

Applying these search and selection procedures, we have found 16 well-
identified studies of funding and student test score performance. Ten of these
came from the published literature. They are almost evenly split by estimation
approach: instrumental variables (6), difference-in-differences (5), and re-
gression discontinuity (5).

The 18 attainment studies are spread across decision points. Eight consider
high school graduation, six consider college attendance, and four consider
high school dropout rates. While four employ regression discontinuity
methods, the remainder are evenly split between instrumental variables and
difference-in-differences.

Overall Summary of Findings

The estimated impacts of spending on student achievement vary substantially
across the 16 studies of U.S. outcomes. Not surprisingly, 14 show positive
effects. Nine of them are statistically significant at conventional levels
(Table 1). The overall median effect size for a 10 percent spending increase is

Table 1. Distribution of Standardized School Spending Estimates.

Outcome Median Min Max N N pos.
N

significant

Test scores 0.070 �0.244 0.543 16 14 9
Pass rates 0.056 0.054 0.059 2 2 2
Attainment 0.057 0.011 0.850 18 18 14

Notes: The estimates presented here have been scaled by the authors as detailed in Section 5 and
Appendix Table 2 of Handel and Hanushek (2023) in order to report estimates in comparable
terms. For test score estimates, results represent the effect of a 10% increase in spending on the
change in test scores (in individual standard deviation units). For pass rates and all attainment
outcomes, results represent the percent change in the outcome variable for a 10% increase in
spending. For example, an estimate of 0.05 for graduation indicates that a 10% increase in spending
led to a 5% increase in graduation rates. Estimates are significant if p < .05.
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0.07 standard deviations. Estimates closer to the median tend to be more
precise, although it is worth noting the wide range of estimates observed. The
estimated impact on test scores, measured in standard deviations resulting
from a 10 percent increase in spending ranges from �0.244 (not statistically
significant at the 0.05 level) to 0.543 (statistically significant). Figure 1 vi-
sually summarizes the distribution of estimated effect sizes. We display the
standardized effect size along with its 95 percent confidence interval using a
forest plot for test scores (in standard deviations).

The 18 U.S. estimates of the effects of school spending on time spent in
school attendance come from across different dimensions of attainment in-
cluding such measures as high school completion, school dropouts, and
college enrollment. While these measures are coarse indicators of student
learning and skills, they have been widely used in labor economics and
frequently appear in policy discussions. We present the results of these studies
by quantifying the impact as a percentage change in the specific outcome for
every 10 percent increase in spending. Figure 2 visually demonstrates the
distribution of results. In Figure 2, it is evident that all 18 estimated effects for
attainment, measured through graduation rates, dropout rates, and college
enrollment rates, show positive impacts. Out of these, 14 reach statistically
significant levels. The median impact suggests that a 10 percent increase in
school spending leads to a 5.7 percent improvement in high school graduation,
college enrollment, or other measures of attainment.

It is important to interpret this median impact cautiously because dropout
rates and college enrollment rates may not respond to school spending in the
same way and may be influenced by different factors. While most estimates

Figure 1. Effects of school spending on test scores, US. Notes: The estimates
presented here have been scaled by the authors as detailed in Section 5 and
Appendix Table 2 of Handel & Hanushek (2023) in order to report estimates in
comparable terms. Point estimates represent the effect of a 10% increase in spending
on the change in test scores (in individual standard deviation units). Bars represent
the 95% confidence interval.
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align closely with the median, there are notable outliers. On the lower end, a
10 percent spending increase yields a modest 1.8 percent improvement in
attainment, whereas on the higher end, there is an astonishing 85 percent
improvement in dropout rates.

Interpretation of Overall Results

Ultimately we are interested in whether the results of the included studies
provide us information about what might result from the infusion of resources
into schools in a new setting outside of the ones analyzed in the currently
available studies. Before getting into that issue, however, it is important to
understand just what data we have. We first discuss the interpretation of
estimates from the individual studies. We then discuss the relevant sample of
results.

Factors Affecting the Study Estimates

Possible publication bias introduces the first important caveat for our com-
pilation of existing studies. Past observations and analyses indicate that the
sign, size, and statistical significance of key parameters can influence pub-
lication of scientific research. This issue has been analyzed in a range of
disciplines and has been found quite broadly to be a serious issue (see, for
example, Nissen et al. (2016)). The problem has been linked both to the

Figure 2. Effects of school spending on attainment. Notes: The estimates presented
here have been scaled by the authors as detailed in Section 5 and Appendix Table 2
of Handel and Hanushek (2023) in order to report estimates in comparable terms.
The point estimates represent the percent change in the outcome variable for a 10%
increase in spending. For example, an estimate of .05 for graduation indicates that a
10% increase in spending led to a 5% increase in graduation rates. Bars represent the
95% confidence interval.
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choices made by researchers and the choices made by journal editors. As an
example, an early direct study of clinical trials using RCTs found that negative
results systematically led to a lower probability of the findings being written
up and submitted. As another example, Franco et al. (2014) analyze a cohort of
NSF-sponsored projects in the social sciences and find that “Strong results are
40 percentage points more likely to be published than are null results and
60 percentage points more likely to be written up.” Such selection of research
into the record (and into the body of evidence compiled here) has direct
implications for the generalizability of the various estimates but is obviously
exceedingly difficult to assess.

One particular form of the publication-induced incentives, so called
p-hacking, is more amenable to investigation. Head et al. (2015) summarize
the issue as “A focus on novel, confirmatory, and statistically significant
results leads to substantial bias in the scientific literature. One type of bias,
known as ‘p-hacking’, occurs when researchers collect or select data or
statistical analyses until nonsignificant results become significant.” Recent
analysis, albeit not without controversy, attempts to quantify the extent of
p-hacking in economics. The magnitude of it is under question, but its ex-
istence seems indisputable (Brodeur et al. (2020, 2022); Kranz and Pütz
(2022); Brodeur et al. (2023)).14 Thus, the subsequent reporting of statistical
significance (and impact parameters themselves) may be directly influenced
by the research bias induced by the publication process.

While seldom considered, the normal design and data preparation deci-
sions of researchers introduces variation in estimated impact factors that go
beyond the reported sampling errors (Huntington-Klein et al. (2021)). Well-
intentioned researcher choices can introduce substantial variation in reported
results and can alter judgments about statistical significance of individual
estimates of impact parameters (Gelman and Loken (2014); Silberzahn and al.
(2018); Dillon et al. (2023)).

While a variety of tests and corrections for publication bias have been
proposed, we focus just on the author(s)’s findings from both published and
unpublished studies where possible.15

Perhaps more importantly, no consideration is given here to potential
threats to the identification of causal impacts in the underlying studies. The
application of the quasi-experimental methods does not inherently guarantee
unbiased estimates of the impact of resources on student outcomes. The quasi-
experimental methods place clear restrictions on the underlying context
behind their application if they are to deliver internally valid estimates.16 We
assume the published estimates as reliable and credibly causal, but it is
important to understand what goes into that assumption.

In a standard potential outcome evaluation model, we want to infer the
difference in achievement of students when their school receives or does not
receive a given infusion of resources. The concern is that any observed
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achievement differences are also influenced by other factors that are also
correlated with the added resources. The possible problems are especially
intense in the case of school funding because funding is often part of larger
policy concerns that are difficult to separate from the resources per se. For
example, in 1996, the State of California provided $650 per student in funding
for classrooms in grades K-3 with 20 students or less (Stecher and Bohrnstedt
(1999); Jepsen and Rivkin (2002, 2009)). One obviously would not want to
correlate the added funding to a district with student achievement and interpret
the differences in outcomes as what happens when the state increases general
school funding.

The specific studies reviewed here are essentially efforts to find situations
where it is possible to rule out non-resource factors in assessing the resource-
achievement relationship. The “study-quality” issue is how successful the
authors have been in selecting circumstances and employing the resultant data
in ways that allow identification of the desired parameters. McGee (2023a,
2023b) in evaluating a number of the studies that we have identified in
our review, provides several examples that underscore the difficulty of
identifying the causal impact of specific funding programs: some funding
changes are directly correlated legislative programs; it is difficult to assume
that either legislative or judicially-inspired funding changes are random; and,
depending on the temporal nature of funding observations, it is possible that
related demographic changes enter the picture. These issues of the validity of
key underlying identification concerns interact with potential questions about
the application of the estimation methodology, including but not restricted to
the publication issues previously noted.17

The methodology for causal impact analysis can further enter into the
resulting impact estimates. While the difference-in-differences approach is
designed to identify the average treatment effect, the instrumental variables
(IV) and regression discontinuity design (RDD) identify local average
treatment effects, reinforcing concerns about the potential importance of study
context when comparing estimates from different studies.

For this analysis, we again take the studies at face value. But, it is rea-
sonable to presume that the distribution of results is affected by both these
publication issues and empirical difficulties. For interpretative purposes, we
simply note that these complications most likely lead to an upward bias of the
estimated impacts of added resources.

The Sample of Estimated Impacts

We have an array of estimated impact parameters that exhibit considerable
variation, albeit with varying amounts of within-sample error. The set was not
the outcome of a strategic sampling design but instead capitalized on specific
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circumstances that provided an opportunity to investigate the impact of
funding differences.

Each of the studies has its genesis in special circumstances that permit
identification of an impact parameter for added funding. As a result, they come
from very different contexts. The studies include, for example, the use of
funds for compensatory education (Title 1), reactions to legislative changes in
district funding, court actions within and across states, and recessionary
downturns in state budgets.

Some changes in funding come with highly prescribed conditions on
spending. Title 1 spending is restricted to low-income students, while per-
sonnel decisions associated with budget reductions are generally highly
prescribed by union contracts. Various judicial decisions about funding cover
not only specific conditions to be remedied but also programmatic details of
spending.

The issues go beyond this consideration of requirements placed on the
additional funds because overall regulation, funding, and monitoring of
school districts is the purview of the individual states. The states have enacted
very different policies that will interact with the effectiveness of any added
funding.18 Specifically, the state institutional structure will determine the
incentives facing district-level decision makers and is likely to influence the
uses and impact of any additional funding. As a simple example, following
prior approaches to identifying the funding impact parameter by state reac-
tions to judicial decisions, Buerger et al. (2021) show that the estimated
funding impacts vary meaningfully with the existing state accountability
policies. Brunner et al. (2020) focus on differential achievement impacts
resulting from the underlying degree of teacher unionization. In the different
setting of comparing program impacts across the context of different de-
veloping countries, Pritchett and Sandefur (2015) conclude that “Social
programs, in contrast [to understanding estimates of physical parameters], are
embedded in contexts which encompass a long list of unknown factors which
interact in often unknown ways.”

As already seen, there appears to be considerable heterogeneity in the
underlying impact parameters across both sets of estimated funding impact
parameters. It is useful to consider the source of this variation. If it is just
sampling error in the individual studies that drives these differences, we can
improve on the estimates by aggregating across the different studies—a task
that has been well-studied in a range of approaches including various versions
of meta-analysis. On the other hand, if the heterogeneity reflects some of the
driving forces discussed above, it is less clear how to treat the array of es-
timates. It makes sense to combine estimates from studies within contexts
representing similar treatments such that the context has a small impact on the
outcomes. But, if the context makes an important difference on the impacts of
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the treatment, such aggregation of results across disparate situations would
provide biased forecasts of the impact of any funding changes.

Does Money Matter?

In order to formalize the summary analysis of these school spending studies,
we begin by conducting a naı̈ve meta-analysis across the full pool of the
separate impact estimates.19 The previous summary of estimates indicated that
14 of 16 estimates of test score impact were positive, but only 60 percent give
confidence that the true value is not zero. Standard meta-analysis provides a
potential methodology for summarizing the study results and for investigating
the variations in estimated impacts that we observed. The appeal of meta-
analysis is that by combining the estimates it may be possible to reduce some
of the uncertainty.

The objective of a meta-analysis of the prior funding-impact estimates is to
provide a more reliable estimate of the underlying true funding impact pa-
rameter that could be used in subsequent predictions of the outcomes from a
new funding stream. But viewed as such an inference problem, it is clear that a
prerequisite is to describe the underlying population distribution from which
these various estimates are drawn. This, as we demonstrate through the re-
mainder of this analysis, is the fundamental obstacle to using a simple meta-
analytic estimate of the central tendency or other components of the empirical
distribution of existing well-identified estimates of funding impacts. While we
provide the aggregate parameters from a meta-analysis of the collection of
available estimates of the impacts of funding, their interpretation clearly
depends on being able to define the relevant population from which they are
drawn. And their use in projecting the expected outcomes from a new
spending program depends on ascertaining whether the new program falls
within the class of funding contexts characterized by the underlying distri-
bution for the identified population.

We begin with the naı̈ve meta-analysis of the extant funding-impact es-
timates. Because of the obvious lack of comparability, we summarize the
estimates of the impact of spending on achievement and attainment separately.
We apply the customary approach of using inverse variance weighting of the
underlying estimates, which gives more precise studies more weight.20We use
a random effects estimator, interpreting the variance used for each study
weight as being composed of both within-study variance and between-study
variance and implicitly allowing the true underlying funding impact to differ
across studies. As suggested by the previous discussion, this allowance is
particularly important given differences in contexts and the assumption that
study quality differences are inconsequential. We also apply a Hartung-Knapp
modification to the standard errors to incorporate the uncertainty in the es-
timation of the between-study variance.21
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The summary of impacts for test scores implies that a 10% increase in
funding leads to a .0647 standard deviation increase in test scores, with the
95% confidence interval spanning from .0394 SD to .0900 SD (Table 2). The
summary of impacts is very similar to the median effect size for the individual
studies, but the 95% confidence interval spans a much smaller range than the
full distribution of estimates, reflecting the fact that studies with effect sizes
farther from the median are typically less precise. For attainment, the summary
value implies that a 10% increase in spending leads to a 5.5% increase in
educational attainment, with the 95% confidence interval spanning from
2.25% to 8.75%. This meta-analytic summary effect is also similar to the
median effect of spending on attainment.

This summary comes from pooling all of the estimated funding impact
parameters that are found in the separate quasi-experiments. But, returning to
the fundamental requirement for interpretation, it is not easy to specify the
distribution from which they are drawn. The combined studies consider
spending under a wide range of conditions, but it is not possible to extract
what impact might be seen from future spending under any other set of
circumstances. Without describing the circumstances represented by a largely
overlapping set of quasi-experimental studies, Jackson and Persico (2023)
simply assert: “the range of estimates relates to the broad range of things
schools tend to do with increased money. As such, the range of estimates is
indicative of what one would see in a typical state or district when they are
given more money to spend.” But simply noting that the underlying cir-
cumstances of the various quasi-experimental studies were extremely different
does not make the case that they represent the appropriate population of
spending contexts for generalizing to any future spending program. They
provide no definition of what is covered by the contexts of convenience that
underlie the existing estimates or any support of the conclusion that any future
spending would be drawn from the population represented by the existing
studies.

From the test score studies, one might reach the simple conclusion that it is
more likely than not that spending more yields a positive result that is different
from zero. Stopping with this summary leads to the naı̈ve conclusion that

Table 2. School spending meta-analysis.

Outcome N MD 95% CI p-value I2(%)

Test scores 16 0.0647 [0.0394; 0.0900] < 0.0001 50.5
Attainment 18 0.0550 [0.0225; 0.0875] 0.0024 77.6

Notes: This table presents the meta-analytic summary of effect sizes for studies covering the effect
of school spending on test scores and education attainment in the U.S. The summary effect is
computed using a random effects model with inverse variance weighting.
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“money matters” in the sense that the combination of studies provides evi-
dence that added funds are not likely to have a negative impact on student
outcomes, that is, that added funds are unlikely to harm students.22

Even if this probability statement were true, for public policy decisions the
issue is not whether there is an expected positive impact of added funds but
whether these aggregate results provide a reliable indication of the magnitude
of impact expected from introducing more funds and that the magnitude is
large enough to justify public action. Simply knowing that the recipients of a
governmental program are not likely to be harmed would not be sufficient
justification for governmental spending. The magnitude and persistence of
any impact along with the efficiency of program spending are vital policy-
relevant metrics that are ignored when the discussion is reduced to that
uninformative question.

When we estimate the source of the observed between-study variation in
estimates, we provide new evidence about the inconsistency of impacts across
study contexts. We find that heterogeneity in the true impact parameters
accounts for one-half or more of the observed variance. The last column of
Table 2 presents I2, a standard measure of between-study heterogeneity for
meta-analyses.23 These findings suggest that for test scores, 50.5% of the
variability in effect sizes reflects real differences in effect sizes across studies.
For attainment, 77.6% of the variability between studies reflects real dif-
ferences in effect sizes. In words, the context (or other more fundamental
estimation concerns) drive much of the differences in estimated impacts across
studies, making projection of any impact of funding highly dependent on the
context—which is fundamentally not well-specified at this point.

The “does money matter” debate in school finance reduces investigations
of the impact of funding on student outcomes to an uninformative binary
response.

What Underlies the Impact Heterogeneity?

If we can identify the major sources of heterogeneity in the underlying impact
of funding, it might be possible to provide more refined estimates of when and
where funding has its largest impact. This would then facilitate assessment of
alternative possible funding policies that would lead to enhanced student
outcomes.

The range of factors that can be investigated is of course limited by the
relatively small number of studies of funding impact that are available.
Perhaps more importantly, the investigation is also limited by the generally
cursory consideration of contexts from each of the studies.24 The estimation
methods are designed to separate the pure funding impacts from other factors
that might influence student outcomes, making such context considerations
ancillary to the primary study objectives. However, a few studies explicitly
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incorporate elements of context and find that crude aggregate context factors
are very important. Buerger et al. (2021) show that the impact of funding
varies importantly according to the existence of a student accountability
program; Brunner et al. (2020) demonstrate that the impact of increased
funding is strongly influenced by the extent of unionization of teachers.

We consider two major classes of heterogeneity: methods-induced and
structural. Analytically, our subgroup analyses divide the studies along lines
that potentially capture the key drivers of heterogeneity of impacts. This
produces the meta-analytic analogue to an analysis of variance in a primary
study, where we compare mean effect sizes across various subgroups of
estimates or studies. As in our summary meta-analyses, we apply an inverse
variance weighting with a random effects estimator. We also allow for the true
between-study variance (used in constructing study weights) to differ across
groups.

Funding and Test Scores

Heterogeneity may stem from factors related to study design or program and
context characteristics. The alternative approaches to estimation might yield
different estimates of impact parameters independent of any concerns about
validity of their underlying assumptions and the quality of the analysis. In
particular, the RD and IV methods provide estimates of the local average
treatment effect (LATE), and these estimates may not provide any direct
estimates of the average treatment effects for the relevant populations. To
identify the role that study design may play in influencing effect size, we first
conduct a subgroup analysis using the alternative causal inference method-
ologies as the relevant subgrouping. We present these findings in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Differences in school spending and achievement impacts by estimation
methods. Notes: This table presents the meta-analytic summary of effect sizes for
studies covering the effect of school spending on test scores and compares summary
effect sizes across estimation approaches: regression discontinuity (RD), instrumental
variable (IV), and difference-in-differences (DD). The summary effects are computed
using a random effects model with inverse variance weighting.
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Though the effect sizes differ slightly across studies using regression dis-
continuity, instrumental variables, and difference-in-differences, these dif-
ferences are not statistically significant. We conclude that heterogeneity in
effect sizes across studies in our sample is unlikely to stem primarily from
differences in methodology or study design.25

The contexts for the studies as described differ in complex ways, and they
do not fall into well-defined conceptual categories. We are challenged by
small sample size with 16 estimates of the effects of school spending on test
scores and 18 estimates of the effects of school spending on educational
attainment. For this exploratory analysis, we choose three broad and readily
defined context-related factors to explore.

First, we investigate whether funding impacts are affected by spending that
can be categorized as “targeted” versus “non-targeted,” where targeted funds
originate from programs or policies with spending aimed at specific subgroups
(low income, low scoring, etc.). As an illustrative example, compare NYC’s
Hold Harmless provision as leveraged by Gigliotti and Sorensen (2018) with
Title I spending as examined by Cascio et al. (2013). For the former, the
authors examine the effects of excess funding that stem from a budget quirk—
one which holds constant the total amount of funding even if enrollment falls.
In this case, the additional funding is not necessarily targeted for any specific
purpose or group of students. Title I spending provides a clear opposite case:
spending here is very clearly targeted at low-income students (at least in de
jure terms).

The context estimates imply that targeted spending (8 of the 16 estimates)
was slightly less effective (see Figure 4), though the difference in means is not
statistically significant. Thus, we cannot attribute heterogeneous results to
differences in effectiveness between targeted and non-targeted spending.

Second, we investigate whether it matters if a study’s source of spending
variation originates from a school finance court case.26 Six of the studies of
impacts on test scores rely on variation in funding engendered by court
decisions in school finance litigation.27 Such spending may involve specific
court directives or may affect districts in the state differentially, yielding
dissimilar impacts on student performance compared with other funding
changes. Again, however, as evident in Figure 4, we cannot attribute the
substantial amount of between-study heterogeneity to whether additional
spending was tied to school finance litigation.

Finally, we explore whether a portion of between-study heterogeneity may
be explained by the breadth of the sample of students, schools, and school
districts. We compare estimated effects of spending on achievement from
studies that look within a single state (where many regulations and incentives
are constant) to those that combine or compare students across multiple states
(where many more contextual attributes vary). The estimates from studies that
span several states are more precisely estimated, likely a consequence of larger
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sample sizes. Still, the summary of estimated impact effects is strikingly
similar for both groups.

None of our exploratory explanations of context differences—targeting
of spending, origination in school finance litigation, or breadth of sample—
explains the substantial between-study heterogeneity that we observe. This,
we believe, reflects the incredibly complex network of factors that contribute
to school spending effectiveness. With the small number of estimates and a
dearth of studies replicating previous estimates in similar contexts, we are
unable to identify policy-relevant drivers of differential effectiveness. In
other words, how funds are spent is very important, but we do not have a
good description of contexts that yield particularly effective (or ineffective)
uses of funds.

Funding and School Attainment

We also conduct subgroup analyses for studies estimating the impact of
school spending on education attainment, for which between-study het-
erogeneity represents over 75% of the differences across standardized ef-
fects. We first highlight the challenge of combining these estimates into a
single parameter by exploring differential effect size by measure of
attainment—graduation rates, dropout rates, or college-going rates. As
evident in Figure 5, these measures respond differently to spending, with

Figure 4. Differences in school spending and achievement impacts by context.
Notes: This table presents the meta-analytic summary of effect sizes for studies
covering the effect of school spending on test scores and compares summary effect
sizes across policy types and motivations and whether studies covered sample within
one state or across states in the U.S. The summary effects are computed using a
random effects model with inverse variance weighting.
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dropout rates proving most sensitive to spending increases (although the
estimates are the least precise) and graduation rates proving least sensitive
(where the estimates are the most precise). Because of small sample sizes, it
is difficult to make definitive conclusions about the magnitudes presented,
but the difference in means is statistically significant, cautioning against
treating all of these rates as interchangeable measures of educational
attainment.

If we omit estimated effects of spending on dropout rates when cal-
culating our mean effect on attainment, we get an estimate that implies that
a 10% increase in spending leads to a 4.12% increase in attainment with the
95% confidence interval ranging from 1.71% to 6.53%. This point estimate
is lower than the attainment summary effect including dropout rates, which
implies a 5.5% increase in attainment with a 95% confidence interval
ranging from 2.25% to 8.75%.

We also replicate the impact of targeted and court-induced and non-court-
induced spending on attainment (Figure 5).We again find that the difference in
subgroup means is not statistically or economically significant, meaning that
we cannot attribute the substantial between-study heterogeneity to either of
these dimensions of differing policy contexts.

Figure 5. Differences in school spending and impacts by attainment level and context.
Notes: This table presents the meta-analytic summary of effect sizes for studies
covering the effect of school spending on educational attainment and compares
summary effect sizes across measures of attainment and policy types and motivations.
The summary effects are computed using a random effects model with inverse
variance weighting.
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Focus on SES

We have not identified any measures of study design or policy context that can
explain the substantial between-study heterogeneity identified in our meta-
analysis. We turn to another potential dimension of heterogeneity. The un-
derlying studies exploring the impacts of school spending on student out-
comes frequently performed a variety of their own tests for heterogeneous
effects. Some studies did not report effect sizes for different groups, while
others broke down effects by socioeconomic status of the school district or
student, student gender, baseline achievement, baseline spending levels, and
other margins. The most common margin studied is socioeconomic status, so
we will focus on the studies that provided some breakdown of their estimated
effects across this margin. From prior estimates of education production
models, it is clear that both average socioeconomic status in a district and
individual student status may have impacts on the effects of spending by
serving as a proxy for family or community resources.

As seen in Table 3, 11 studies provide estimates of impacts of spending on
achievement for low SES students or students living in low SES districts,
albeit by the metrics chosen by the authors: percentage of students eligible
for free lunch (FLE), childhood poverty rates, and mean income.28 The
studies that investigate the differential effects of spending across student-
level SES use both childhood poverty and free lunch eligibility as measures
of SES.

Table 3. Heterogeneity by SES.

Study
SES tagging

level SES measure

Abott, Kogan, Lavertu, and Peskowitz
(2020)

districts 5-17 year-old poverty
rate

Brunner, Hyman, and Ju (2020) districts within- state median
income

Buerger, Lee,and Singleton (2021) districts within- state mean
income

Candelaria and Shores (2019) districts within-state FLE
Cascio, Gordon, and Reber (2013) — Title I (all low SES)
Clark (2003) districts parental education
Hyman (2017) districts within-state FLE
Jackson, Johnson, and Persico (2016) students poverty ages 5–17
Johnson (2015) students not specified]
Lafortune, Rothstein, and Schanzenbach
(2018)

students FLE
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First, as in Table 4, we examine the distribution of estimated effects across
low- and high-SES groups. For both test scores and attainment, the median effect
size is higher for low SES groups than high SES groups. A 10% increase in
spending leads to a 0.069 SD increase in test scores in low SES groups as
compared to 0.046 in high SES groups. Similarly, these median values imply that
a 10% increase in spending leads to a 12.3% increase in educational attainment in
low SES groups and a 4.4% increase in attainment for high SES groups. Still, the
sample sizes are quite small with few estimates in each grouping, so it is difficult
to interpret these differences as differences in the true parameters.

These differences do motivate a meta-analytic assessment of the heteroge-
neous effects. We complete a subgroup analysis, similar to those outlined earlier
in this section. Here, we again leverage a random effects model in which we allow
true between-study variance to vary across subgroups. The summary parameters
are very similar to the medians discussed above, which means that it is unlikely
that any differences in effect sizes are driven solely by imprecisely estimated
outliers (Figure 6). For test scores, we cannot identify a statistically significant
difference in means. For attainment, however, the difference in means is sta-
tistically significant. When interpreting these findings, it is important to recall the
earlier discussion that the different measures of attainment have varying levels of
sensitivity to spending in this sample of studies. Similarly, it is also possible that
dropout rates, which are the most sensitive to spending on average, are more
likely to change in lower SES regions due to higher potential for improvement
and higher base rates. In a more general sense, we might believe that the quantity
of education (attainment) may be more sensitive in lower SES regions, but we
cannot identify the mechanisms given the available information.

Table 4. Heterogeneity of school spending estimates with respect to SES.

SES level Median Min Max N
N

significant

Panel A: Test scores (N = 9)
Low SES 0.069 0.005 0.354 5 3
High SES 0.046 0.021 0.054 4 1
Panel B: Attainment (N = 10)
Low SES 0.123 0.007 0.372 6 4
High SES 0.044 0.029 0.094 4 1

Notes: The estimates presented here have been scaled by the authors as detailed in Section 5 and Appendix
Table 2 of Handel & Hanushek (2023) in order to report estimates in comparable terms. For test score
estimates, results represent the effect of a 10% increase in spending on the change in test scores (in individual
standard deviation units). For pass rates and all attainment outcomes, results represent the percent change in
the outcome variable for a 10% increase in spending. For example, an estimateof 0.05 for graduation indicates
that a 10% increase in spending led to a 5% increase in graduation rates. Estimates are significant if p < .05.
Samples marked as “low SES” or “high SES” are categorized as such by study authors using various measures
of poverty at the student- and district-level as presented in Table 3.
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We present these results with caution given the small sample size and the
risk of contamination due to publication bias. Although publication bias is a
concern in any meta-analytic setting, its impact may be larger in this context.
The study of differential effects by SES is an extremely policy-relevant
exercise that one might have expected more universally. Eleven out of the
23 school spending studies presented some breakdown by a metric related to
SES, meaning that 12 studies did not.

Conclusions

Recent research into school finance has greatly improved estimates of the
impact of funding on student outcomes. By paying closer attention to the
identification of the causal impact of funding on outcomes (i.e., to “internal
validity”), the research has reduced many of the concerns with the historic
research into this issue.

Research into the impact of funding on student outcomes has immediate
policy relevance. Decision makers in both legislatures and the courts are most
interested in student outcomes but rely upon funding of schools to achieve
their desired results. Their task would be easier if they could focus just on the
amount to be spent and then rely on local districts to produce high levels of
performance.

The recent research employs quasi-experimental methods to estimate the
impact of added funding on student achievement. This research centers on
circumstances that involve exogenous variations in funding that can then be
related to student outcomes—yielding unbiased estimates of the impact of

Figure 6. Differences in school spending and achievement impacts by SES
group. Notes: This figure presents the meta-analytic summary of effect sizes for
studies covering the effect of school spending on test scores and educational
attainment and compares summary effect sizes across measures of low or high SES at
the district- or student-level. The summary effects are computed using a random
effects model with inverse variance weighting.
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funding.We have located 16 well-identified studies relating funding to student
achievement and 18 relating funding to educational attainment.29 Each of
these has been harmonized to give an estimate of the change in test scores
(attainment) that is related to a 10 percent increase in funding.

The estimated impact of funding is substantially different across the
studies. Part of the difference is the result of sampling error, but half of the
variation in estimated test score impacts and over three-quarters of the var-
iation in estimated attainment impacts reflects variation in the true underlying
parameters. This reflects essential differences in the context for each of the
observed relationships where context reflects both the institutional/regulatory
environment of the observed funding and the quality of decision making
behind the use of the funds. We label the outcomes of decision-making in each
context as simply “how” money is spent.

The estimated impacts are almost all positive in sign, and 60 percent of the
estimated test score parameters are statistically significant by conventional
standards—implying that added funding most likely will not harm students.
But not harming students is not a sufficient criterion to justify governmental
spending.When we turn to consideration of the magnitude of funding impacts,
we see that the efficacy of spending increases as revealed by the existing
studies depends crucially on how funds are spent.

While we can have more confidence than in earlier studies that the existing
analyses provide internally valid estimates of the impact of funds within their
specific context, we are left with serious questions about how to generalize
from the study contexts to other circumstances relevant to educational policy.
The extant studies have relied on circumstances where the observed funding is
plausibly exogenous, not on whether the new estimates help in generalizing to
other situations. The currently available evidence comes from wildly different
funding situations—highly constrained spending formula to much less
constrained, funding across very different states to funding within selected
states, reductions in spending versus increases in spending, and more. It is
natural to think about looking beyond the entire collection of estimates and—
depending on the potential policy application—to look at a more homoge-
neous subset of circumstances. But the existing studies give few hints about
what if any studies are relevant to a new potential application.

We pursued exploratory investigations where we attempt to understand
more fundamental forces that dictated particularly effective use of funds. We
dismissed the idea that the differences in estimated impacts depended on the
particular estimation approach. But we also concluded that the targeting of
funds, the role of court interventions, and the impacts across state or district
programs could not explain the variations in impact parameters.

When we went deeper into differential impacts by student SES, we found
evidence that low income students were more sensitive to added funding. But,
the context was still important in the results.
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The convenience samples employed in these analyses are clearly important
in the ability to obtain well-identified estimates of the impact of funding. Yet
the context of educational funding interventions is also important and makes it
difficult to provide scientific estimates of the impact of funding in a different
context.

The description of the relevant elements of how money is effectively used
to improve student outcomes is unfortunately not likely to improve rapidly
with research. Incentives to replicate existing quasi-experimental studies are
not strong for either researchers or journal editors who value uniqueness. And,
relying on contexts of convenience for identification and using estimation
approaches that are designed to circumvent any context issues does not
provide strong incentives for the development of scientific investigations of
when and how funds are best used. This is also a research issue that goes
beyond just queries into the impact of school funding but arises in a wide
range of other policy areas.

Appendix

Appendix A. Studies Included in This Analysis

Studies meeting the selection criteria and employed in the analysis are de-
scribed in detail in Handel and Hanushek (2023). Note that some studies
include analysis of more than one outcome measures. The included studies:

Test Score Outcomes. Abott et al. (2020), Baron (2022), Baron et al. (2022),
Brunner et al. (2020), Buerger et al. (2021), Carlson and Lavertu (2018), Clark
(2003), Gigliotti and Sorensen (2018), Guryan (2001), Jackson et al. (2021),
Kreisman and Steinberg (2019), Lafortune et al. (2018), Miller (2018),
Rauscher (2020), Weinstein et al. (2009).

School Attainment. Abott et al. (2020), Baron (2022), Baron et al. (2022),
Candelaria and Shores (2019), Cascio et al. (2013), Hyman (2017), Jackson
et al. (2016), Jackson et al. (2021), Johnson (2015), Kreisman and Steinberg
(2019), Lee and Polachek (2018), Miller (2018), Rothstein and Schanzenbach
(2022).
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Notes

1. Of course, even RCTs do not offer a clear path to generalizability (Deaton and
Cartwright (2018)). Many of the issues raised in such discussions carry over to the
discussion here of convenience samples and the use of quasi-experimental
approaches.

2. The extent of judicial involvement in U.S. school finance is described in Hanushek
and Lindseth (2009) and Hanushek and Joyce-Wirtz (2023).

3. By its nature, litigation of funding issues also heightens the contentiousness of the
research; see Greene and Burke (2023).

4. Details of the underlying studies and the methodology for harmonizing the results
are found in Handel and Hanushek (2023). Alternative approaches to generalizing
from the existing data are developed by Jackson and Mackevicius (2024) and
discussed in Handel and Hanushek (2023).

5. This formulation is similar to that in Pritchett and Sandefur (2015) where the focus
is combining RCT evidence garnered from different locations.

6. Handel and Hanushek (2023) also provide information on relevant international
studies as well as credibly identified studies of capital spending, class size re-
duction, and teacher incentives. The earlier investigations of the impacts of re-
sources focused on measures of real resources because the studies of spending per
se were generally of much lower quality (Hanushek (2003)).

7. While we review the international working paper series, we focus on studies of
U.S. schools (which may appear in these series). Handel and Hanushek (2023) do
include relevant studies for international schools.

8. Those not providing either the base levels of per-pupil spending or the necessary
inputs to calculate these levels were excluded. Studies that only provide effects of
various policies on gaps in achievement or attainment (e.g., between white and
black students or between low SES and high SES students), as opposed to levels,
are likewise excluded. For more details on both selection of studies and choice
of parameter estimates, see Handel and Hanushek (2023) and its data appendix
at https://data-nber-org.stanford.idm.oclc.org/data-appendix/w30769/Appendix_
tables.pdf or https://hanushek.stanford.edu/publications/us-school-finance-resources-
and-outcomes.

9. Here we provide an overview of the process; details can be found in Handel and
Hanushek (2023) and its on-line appendices.
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10. This normalization of course implies that one standard deviation means the same
across two different tests.

11. It would be possible to translate the change in pass rates into a change in the SD of
passing, using the formula for the standard deviation of a binomial variable,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pð1� pÞp

, where p is the sample probability of passing. This calculation clearly

varies with the underlying cut point for the passing score and is not the same as the
standard deviation of student test performance. In other words, the same passing
rate can come from distributions with wildly different standard deviations. It is
thus inappropriate for standardizing effect sizes, leading us to drop consideration
of the pass rate studies.

12. See, for example, Hanushek & Woessmann, 2020, Jack et al. (2023) and Kuhfeld,
Soland, and Lewis (2022).

13. For example, Oreopoulos (2007) points to myopic behavior and lack of infor-
mation in dropout decisions. While some informational issues about college entry
are addressed in Page and Scott-Clayton (2016) and Dynarski et al. (2023a), the
majority of discussion concerns financial aid and other barriers to entry (e.g.,
Dynarski et al. (2023b).

14. See also Ioannidis et al. (2017) for a somewhat different but related perspective on
the influence of power of underlying estimates.

15. See, for example, Andrews and Kasy (2019). The recent movement to pre-
registration along with pre-analysis plans may ameliorate some of these problems
(Brodeur et al. (2022a)).

16. Note also that our understanding of the underlying estimation approaches has also
changed over time. For example, recent advances in difference-in-differences
methodology indicate that some early applications of this general approach could
lead to substantial biases even if the studies were judged as being well-identified at
the time of their execution (Roth et al. (2023)).

17. Relatedly, there are also studies that attempt to replicate some prior work
because of questions about the results, but we do not include separate estimates
from these (e.g., the critique of Jackson et al. (2021) by Goldstein and McGee
(2020)).

18. The potential importance of state policies as a moderator for the impact of funding
is seen in prior estimates of educational production functions (Hanushek (2003)).

19. For a description and analysis of the approach, see Borenstein et al. (2021).
20. This procedure makes more sense if the underlying impact parameters are the same

but less if they differ.
21. The Hartung-Knapp modification is used with meta-analyses for small numbers of

estimates to correct for potential bias in the estimated between-study variance
using standard procedures.

22. The language reflects popular nonscientific discussions that address the rhetorical
question of “does money matter?” as opposed to the inherent policy questions
about school funding (see, for example, Barnum (2023)). This rhetorical language
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does enter into the advocacy discussions surrounding school finance litigation
(see, for example, Rebell (2017)). But, it also does enter the academic discussion.
Jackson and Mackevicius (2024) attribute policy importance to the finding that
“test score effects are almost always positive.”

23. Note, however, that the I2 calculation does not take into account the influence of
normal researcher decisions on both the parameter estimates and the estimates of
the underlying variation in these estimates as discussed above.

24. Incorporating international studies in generalizing about the impact of resources is
even more difficult because of the range of contexts that enter into the studies
(Hanushek (2021)).

25. There are of course other factors not captured by this coarse approach, including
sample size, more detailed methodological choices (RD bandwidth size, for
example), and other unobservable research choices that are beyond our capacity at
this point to analyze. But these attributes are more likely to influence the standard
errors and precision of the estimates as opposed the parameter estimates
themselves.

26. See Hanushek and Joyce-Wirtz (2023) for the most recent discussion of the causes
and consequences of school finance litigation.

27. Categorizing the source of funding is itself subject to interpretation because,
for example, Lafortune et al. (2018) combine both court-induced and purely
legislative increases. As noted, the reliance on court variation in funding
assumes that court decisions and subsequent legislative action are exogenous
to the funding responses and the effectiveness of such funding. If not, any
subsequent bias in the estimates of impact parameters could contribute to the
heterogeneity of results.

28. In cases where the authors provide separate estimates for each of these
subgroups, scaling the estimated effects using the standardization procedures
outlined is straightforward. For those that present heterogeneity estimates by
presenting the coefficient on the treatment interacted with a measure of SES, it
is possible to obtain the effect size for each subgroup, but it is not possible to
uncover the standard error of these estimates. For example, Abott et al. (2020)
simply report the coefficient on referenda passage (variation in spending) and
the coefficient on passage interacted with an indicator for high poverty dis-
tricts. While this is useful for demonstrating the direction and magnitude of the
difference in the estimated effect of additional spending between high- and
low-poverty districts, it is difficult to use these results to construct summary
metrics for the effect sizes for each group using evidence from many studies.
Thus, we just include those estimates presented separately in our meta-analytic
analysis.

29. We have assumed that issues involving publication bias, p-hacking, researcher analytical
choices, and other issues of study quality do not affect our sample of impact estimates.
While this is a strong assumption, we are not able to assess these possible challenges.
These factors imply that our sample may overestimate potential funding impacts.
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